by using rays diverging from some point external to the eye, and within its least focal distance, or rays converging to, and then diverging from some point within the globe. In like manner, c'd': ab::e'c' : e' a :: e'g' : e'f', and therefore, C'D' = AB^+1) ^ 3. But, firstly, if we view the figure as representing everything as falling in the plane of the paper, we may take ab to be an object lying in the course of a pencil of rays, which converge to the point E, and c D to be its shadow received, under the conditions implied above, after the rays have passed on divergently from E. In the same way ?c'd' will be a shadow of ab thrown by a pencil of rays diverging from e'.
And we perceive at a glance, that in the former case the shadow is an inverted image, whilst in the latter it is an erect one; that in either case the length of the shadow varies directly as that of the image. And for a given object the length of the shadow is to its own as their respective distances from the focal point. When the object moves to the focus (ef = o, or e' f' = o), the shadow is infinite in length; and when to its shadow (f'g' = o), both their lengths are equal. But if we assume the object and shadow to have fixed places, whilst the position of the focus alters (that is, fe or f7e' alone to vary), the equations (a) and (b) show how the approach of the focus to the object on their respective sides of it augments the shadow. That, for instance, (ef = e' f') at equal distances from it, the shadow in the divergent pencil is longer than the other by twice the length of the object. If the focus comes up to the screen on which the shadow is received (ef=f g), there will be no shadow.
Finally In setting about the scrutiny in question, the first glance conveys to the mind the impression that the floating bodies we behold are a confused mixture of globules and fragmentary filaments. The most cursory methodical exploration apprises us that all these lie behind the crystalline lens, and by 3 and 4 we resolve that whatever be the breadths of the shadows, under various conditions, all, from front to back of the vitreous, whether filaments or globules, have a general agreement in breadth, so that both in a divergent and convergent pencil increased magnitude in the image shows a less distance from the focal point we employ; though in any given region globules or filaments, side-by side, at the same focal or retinal distance may differ appreciably in size.
If, to get more accurate information (speaking in terms of an inch), I place a pair of foci T-Japart at the optic centre (7 and 20), the foremost fibre in the vitreous, casts in the diver-gent pencils shadows whose middle lines are retinaily apart, and T-J-(T broad. It is thus from said centre, or from the lens, and has a real diameter In such a case, it may be observed, it is neither the object which firstintercepts a pencil of rays, nor that which last falls in their path, which is revealed by preference ; as a rule, it is that whose image has the most forcible contrasts in bright and dark parts; in a divergent pencil, more commonly, though not necessarily, the hindmost object. Ordinarily neither image extinguishes the other, and even all the In this manner, then, I have been led to the conclusion that the vitreous body is a compound concavo-convex lens, so constructed as in one respect to be a fluid imitation of the crystalline, a prolongation, as it were, of its series of posterior layers; which are formed of material of gradually diminishing refractive power, whilst the decreasing series is here inferred to be carried through the vitreous to the very retina, thus the middle of the crystalline is the centre of an easy succession of refractions, for the pencils of rays that are destined to impinge in foci upon the retina.'"* {To he concluded in our next.) * Though my earliest entoptical attempt in treating of the vitreous was burtliened with the defect of overlooking the anterior cross-current of muscas, yet I will venture to quote the words, in which it sums up, for comparison with the conclusions of other inquirers (London Med. Gaz., vol. xxxvi. p. 101): " The more I consider their connected chain-like character, their branches thrown out in so many different directions, and to such great lengths, the different parts of these figures changing their relative positions but very little, so that each masca has, so to speak, a home in the vitreous, to which after each disturbance it finally returns, the more I feel disposed to regard them as fringes or processes of the hyaloid membrane, or as deposits in it"?that is, in the septa of the " cell-dividecl fluid." I owned myself puzzled with these views to reconcile the obvious effects of the " vis inertia of the vitreous itself" with the apparent " buoyancy" of the muscce Brewster (paper cited) described both currents of muscce, termed the images diffractive, and not refractive, offered a numerical retinal distance of a filament with " the diameter of its shadow," called them specifically lighter than the fluid, ignoring or overlooking all the anterior cross movements, except what arise from rotation,?took the beaded fibres for hollow tubes with scattered globules inside, perhaps " the remains of vessels," " as existing in detached and floating portions."?In a word, these muscce as fragmentary knotted filaments subject to increase and decrease within his experience, floating freely within a few cells with invisible membranous walls, into which he divided the vitreous. As I learn from Helmholtz (Encyk. cit., s. 153), who quotes them, and adds his own observations. Bonders (Nederlandsch Lancet, 1846) membranous-like folds "isolated," or else attached to other forms or to the walls of the cavity, all of which are lighter than the fluid,?register numerically the sizes and places of the objects. Finally, they, like Brewster, regard what they see as remnants of fetal structure, but of the very internal framework of the vitreous (diese Gehilde sind Heste des embryonalen Baues des Glaskdrpers). Afterwards, I described all the objects of the vitreous as belonging to beaded fibres forming one system, and recognised the fact that it is a relative movement from gravity of the anterior and posterior fibres that called for explanation.
